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D'Ahoy project is an Erasmus+ KA2 Strategic Partnership to support Innovation. Its purpose
is to investigate, over 3 years (2017-2020), innovative educational ideas around Decision
Making, with a view to deeply reinforcing Decision Making skills for renewed and rejuvenated
integrative educational programmes in Higher Education (HE) and Vocational Education &
Training (VET), and promoting the internal exploitation and intensive dissemination of such
framework, for continuous development of HE and VET practices.
www.tinyurl.com/dahoyproject

Context and Objectives in D’Ahoy for Intellectual Output 1, Activity 4
(O1/A4, deliverable O1.3)
The O1.3. Teaching and Learning (T&L) activities survey and comparison in partner HEIs,
include:
•
•
•
•

context of Decision Making Knowledge and Skills in each programmes
classical courses
experiential & active courses
curriculum integration methods of these courses, with a transversal perspective, and
the strengths and weaknesses

For O1, three Joint Staff Training Events (JSTE) take place, in 3 different partner institutions,
to learn from Decision pedagogical issues, including a SWOT based method for identifying
and capitalizing on pros and cons, in the three dimensions of Decision (MDM, SDM, CDM).

➢ The 3 Joint staff training events that are experienced buy DAhoy project members, include
e.g. projects, practical, breadth courses, and experiential courses in partner's institution for
faculty competence development:
1. JSTE1 was at Ecole Navale, France, 22-24 January 2018 (No. C1, Fields Higher
Education, SP-HE-SHORT);
2. JSTE2 is to be at CoGC, Scotland, 16-18 April 2018 (No. C2, Fields Higher
Education, SP-HE-SHORT);
3. JSTE3 is to be at RU, Iceland, 5-7 June 2018 (No. C3, Fields Higher Education, SPHE-SHORT);
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JSTE1 course description "Leadership in Land for Future Managers"
The JSTE1 at Ecole Navale is a DAhoy Activity, No. C1, Fields Higher Education. JSTE1
was an activity of type SP-HE-SHORT - Short-term joint staff training events, cf. p. 73 of the
DAhoy project application, titled "Leadership in Land for Future Managers".
This course, classically of 3 days for HE students by EN is proposed to French business
students (HEC) and engineering students (Supelec), but also as Adult Education to
employee and managers of DCNS, MBDA, EDF, Énergies nouvelles etc.
Participants receive theoretical and practical training (real experiential activities in land) that
allows them to reflect on their own leadership style, to practice methods, judge, advice,
decide, and take responsibility to have a more refined knowledge of their behavior as a
leader. Emphasis is placed on the importance of teamwork and the management of complex
situations. Including the various stand experiential sessions, the course integrates also a film
analysis with a questionnaire (e.g. Sully or Master & Commander), discussion exchanges on
decision and leadership problematic, aquatic and combatant exercises, formal lectures on
leadership types and chief figures, several formal and informal debriefings.

Leadership training in the French Naval Academy comes from the British way of instructing
leadership and has been taught at EN for more than 30 years. This first JSTE permitted a
collaborative icebreaker between D'Ahoy participants and fixed the first pedagogical stones
for Decision Skills study of D'Ahoy. This training, very innovative and professionally oriented,
is usually done over a one week course, and involves several briefings, different leadership
stands (several short time collaborative workshops outdoor, and RoE (Return On Experience
debriefings)). D'Ahoy participants followed the same activities as 20 students from IMT
Atlantique following the course, DAhoy members attended two days at Ecole Navale, and
benefited from a third day to learn from and inspire potential areas for improvement and
transfer. The various debriefings serve to feed the contents and tools of the DAHOY project
for Collaborative Decision Making (future outputs).
'Ahoy members, including 6 externals, attended. The external DAhoy consultant for DAhoy
quality issues, L. Esnault, attended also.
==> Thus, JSTE1 serves as input for O1 and O4 (on dissemination and valorization).
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Resume

of

the

JSTE1

activities

in

January

2018

JSTE 1 was completed 22-24 January 2018 across a number of locations in Brest (France),
and predominantly hosted by Ecole Navale. The JSTE consisted of three main activities:

Activity 1: Escape Game.
This activity has become a very popular tool for both educational establishments and also an
upcoming social phenomenon where participants are locked in a room and must solve a
number of problems in order to ‘Escape’.

Activity 2: Dinghy Race.
This was an event hosted at Ecole Navale, which involved teams self-organising and using
problem solving to win a race in an unfamiliar environment.

Activity 3: Forest Workshops.
The forest workshops were a day spent in the grounds and Forest in Ecole Navale, using a
number of cognitive approaches to learning, in order to allow students to solve problems,
lead tasks and make decisions as a group to achieve pre-determined objectives.
Overall, the very good welcome that offered Ecole Navale during the leadership to IMTA
students and Dahoy JSTE participants permitted to assess the variety and quality of
pedagogical interventions (both theoretical and concrete and the balance associated with it),
as well as the very practical and educational dimension of workshops, to better understand
the complexity of leadership skills and "touch reality".
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Analysis of Activity 1: Escape Game.
The context of this activity was immersive. Participants were given a briefing, including a
background story as to what the team had to achieve. It was then left to the team to decide
on how to self-organise and solve problems that had been placed in the room in order to
achieve the overall task.
Upon entering the room, participants had to find a number of ‘clues’ and solve them to move
onto the next task. It was not possible to move onto the next task until the previous task had
been solved. In order to help with engagement, there was a monitor in the room which would
give ‘hints’ at the solution in order to make the tasks more achievable to the group.

Identified Learning Outputs from activity
From completing the activity, the participants could identify a number of learning outputs from
the activity which would be relevant to a STEM student.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collaboration
Problem solving (echo on decision making, but low level due to the linear
problem)
Logical skills
Time management
Observation
Communication
Open-mindedness
Take distance

The main identified learning output settled upon by the group was Collaboartion.

Opportunities for Development
The model that the escape game uses is appropriate for the customer that it is designed to
attract, however in order to make the model more robust, the activity should be modified to
allow candidates to make more decisions through giving more complex tasks that would
require parallel working of teams or individuals.

Analysis of Activity 2: Dinghy Race
The activities undertaken are already being used in the current curriculum of IMTA Atlantique
students followed by STEM students (a one week so-called intersemester). The Dinghy Race
was an activity that the students completed at Ecole Navale. The participants were given a
number of briefs, including a health and safety brief. The candidates then had to manually
move the dinghy’s for the race from the storage shed to the water which was a substantial
distance away.
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On reaching the water the students then had to get in the boat and paddle a distance away
from the pier. There was no formal instruction on how best to do this, and students were left
alone to discover the team’s strengths and weaknesses for themselves. Once a distance
away from shore, the candidates were asked leading questions in order to aide their
reflection on the team performance and also given time to re-organise themselves according
to their self-identified strengths.

Upon re-organising themselves, the teams were then set a race against each-other in order
to reach the shore. After a couple of minutes, the speedboat which was providing safety
cover, was used to create waves to add a more variable context to the race and to see how
the students would react to the changing situation.

Identified Learning Outputs from activity
From completing the activity, the participants could identify a number of learning outputs from
the activity which would be relevant to a STEM student.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify Leadership Needs
Coordination
Collaboration
Collective work
Adaption to the environment
Learning by doing
Create and maintain group dynamics
Self-awareness, learn about yourself and about your team

The main identified learning outputs settled upon by the group was Coordination and also
creating and maintaining group dynamics.

Opportunities for Development
This activity was only run once. In order to encourage students to reflect on their
experiences, it may be beneficial to run the exercise on another occasion to see how the
students have grown over the course, and to see if they have appreciated the group’s
strengths and weaknesses and how this knowledge could be transferred into an unfamiliar
activity.

Analysis of Activity 3: Forest Workshops
The Forest Workshops occurred over the course of the day. The morning lecture consisted
of a well-blended presentation of theory and media to introduce students to leadership. After
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this presentation, the students were given a communication framework to apply to the
problems that they were going to be asked to solve.
Participants work in teams. A first one person briefing consists of the explanation of the
'problem and method' to the team leader having to manage a complex decision situation.
When the method is theoretically understood, it is iteratively experienced in an outdoor
environment on leadership stands with the team (kind of in situ serious games).

The SMEL model is proposed to students for planning (In French Situation, Mission,
Execution, Liaison, Questions)

Each participant is team leader for one stand, one at a time, he/she receives from an
instructor the situation context and resources, his mission and the constraints. The team
leader has to achieve his/her mission on the stand, with the provided equipment (planks of
wood, ropes, safety clips, etc.). The solving process includes four themes:
➢ preliminary order: the team leader quickly gives the main information to his team
and orders preliminary actions;
➢ reflection and planning: the team leader judge the situation and has to decide how
to achieve his task, with who, with what equipment and resources, etc;
➢ team briefing: divided in four parts: situation, mission, execution, liaison;
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➢ execution: being in a good position, the leader controls quality of the action, careful
with safety, inspiring dynamism, encouraging, etc. He takes the responsibility of the
actions and collaborative solving process.

There are more than 8 different stands in place outdoor at EN, each one having a different
scenario. Each requires different skills from the team leader. There is for example the
construction of a makeshift bridge, to be achieved by crossing a small river, where the leader
has to plan very carefully the construction from the beginning to the end. If he/she doesn't
want to fail, he/she has to plan, judge, organize and decide the evacuation of an immobilized
casualty across a quite high fence, having continuously to face safety during the entire
action.
These simple stands permit the instructor and the participants to detect very easily what is
wrong in their leadership and decision method and for the instructor to debrief the
participants at the end of each stand. Next stands permit the participants to learn from
previous stands, reinforce and transfer skills, and thus improve their performance and
leadership style.

On entering the forest, the students were asked to navigate from activity to activity. Each
activity was lead by a student in the group. The instructor would brief them separately from
the team in order to give the leader an opportunity to think of a solution to the problem that
they had been given. The leader would then have to brief and control the rest of the team to
complete the task (take time and review the team roles and responsibilities needed, make
firm decisions and take action even though the facts about the best choice are still not clear).
The tasks which the students were asked to achieve were simple, however complexities
arose when some skills that the team may not have had (e.g. rope work) had to be applied.
All of the tasks were time pressured and required a moderate degree of physical exertion.
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Upon completion of the task the instructor would de-brief the team on what had been
observed from an outside perspective, while the students were also give the opportunity to
reflect on their performance as both an individual and as a team. Instructor gives a team
member constructive criticism that improves his or her performance.

Identified Learning Outputs from activity
From completing the activity, the DAhoy JSTE participants could identify a number of
learning outputs from the activity
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discover own-style of leadership in family of situations, and analyze if suitable
and transferable to other situations
Self-awareness of the individuals in a team
Individual and collective decision making
Individual command & control of actions
Identify human resources and allocate roles, inc leader
Establish priorities
Apply the SMEL model OR spontaneous unorganized plan
Identify constraints & technical-physical resources
Reflect & Self-debriefing
Identify the role needs

The main identified learning output settled upon by the group was centered on leadership
and applying different models to different situations.

Opportunities for Development
The activities that the students completed were excellent and required creativity and a lot of
decision making. The physical nature of the tasks also required the teams to think practically
and realistically about what could be achieved.
From an educational point of view, it might be interesting to align the theoretical and practical
courses of the internship with some elements of capacity benchmarks, eg what are the
flagship competences of a leader and did they partially achieve them? On this point there are
in the world engineering schools of repositories for positioning a student or a professional on
levels of mastery (eg awareness, acquired, mastery, expertise). On this basis, a trainer can
accompany a learning to position themselves on a skill, or evaluate it. It is clear that on a 3J
JSTE, we are left with some awareness for the majority of trainees.
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The student were not assessed in a summative manner in these exercises, the learning
outcomes are not so clear to them (formally speaking), neither to the instructors. All feedback
are formative and not so formal. An assessment rubric could be formalized.
The French CTI (Commission des Titres d'Ingénieurs) proposes several skills to address in
training to be accredited. Some are very close to leadership. There are also repositories
international organizations such as the CDIO which are dealing leadership:
•
•

http://www.cdio.org/knowledge-library/documents/modification-cdio-syllabus-updatesand-expansions-include-leadership-and
Using the CDIO Syllabus 2.0 to Assess Leadership Self-efficacy, William A Lucas,
Director of Assessment, Gordon Engineering Leadership Program, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Proceedings of the 10th International CDIO Conference,
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain, June 16-19, 2014.
o See Annexe 1 for more details

For HE & VET students, educational institutions regularly seek to make them work on
reformulation, analysis and synthesis, before and after the practical workshops. We identify
often that students have difficulty passing messages clear to their collaborators, and to put
themselves in a reflective posture related to their practices (eg taking a step back from what
has been learned / developed). An example of a vector of work on this point is to encourage
them to schematize, for example on a whiteboard by sketching, how they plan to organize
and retrace, by themselves, what happened after a group exercise, e.g. schematize the
different phases that experienced (what, who, with, how much), what worked, less well,
lessons learned, schemas of the phases that ultimately should have been operated. All this
while focusing on group work and the leadership more than the object of study (eg building a
small bridge in a forest). Maybe the introduction of erasable whiteboards on each stands
would lead trainees to better understand down on their practices and the management of the
group, collaboratively.
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General Observations from JSTE 1
•
•

•
•

•

The students from IMTA who also participated in Activities 2 and 3 were very
motivated, performed & operated very well.
Each student had a significant amount of attention form their supervisors on a very
personal level. Different instructors used different models of de-briefing:
o The instructor fulfilled the fundamental of the role of facilitator.
o Some instructors are commenting, some others are guiding the students to
debriefing.
o Student debriefing is a skills they do not always have so developing this selfreflection will help them in their academic studies.
o Other contexts for project or business managers were highlighted during
seemingly unrelated tasks to highlight transferable skills.
o VUCA contexts cam be highlighted and thought about in a business
environment.
There was a blend of learning approaches used, including media, lecturers and
practical activities, making the experience inclusive to a number of different earning
styles.
Experiential learning was used with great effect.
o Method of organization to solve problems (SMEL model), Kolb cycle
experiential/conceptualization, several loops
o Motivational aspects of students to succeed the experiential activities
(instructor sometime as facilitator even helper)!
Through being asked to organize themselves, students felt that they learned a lot
through the de-briefing and also about social skills and how humans perform in
complex situations.

Opportunities to calibrate or enhance the JSTE1 activities
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Theories on behavior, social skills to put into context with business life.
Instructors to conduct debriefings or to guide student how to debrief.
This is System 1 but how to go back to System 2?
How to adapt this activities to another environment
o eg ask the students how to transfer this to a business environment
What have you learnt today, overall in groups (cf one of CoGC)
o Local activity analysis and global progression of student through the
curriculum
o Use a reflective diary!
o Reflect, reflect reflect with students after the experiences
Clarify the motivational factors depending on the learner profiles (race, win, money,
risks, penalties, peer acknowledgements)
To enhance student debriefing skills in a progressive manner
Getting to know more the student strengths & weaknesses
How different external parameters influence learners and can motivate the
participants?

Transferals to other contexts than Ecole Navale?
•
•

risks in decision analysis, to transfer with more risk oriented situations
could we modify the way to instruct
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•
•
•
•

•

could we prepare students to this program
could we go further with students
putting this to a business life context
specify/design an escape game specific to DM skills, non linear, with possible
backwards
o put uncertainty, different scenarios, ‘choose your own adventure’ books,
‘book you are the hero
take into account some fake factors or news in the resources or situation to
analyze (critical skills)
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Annex 1: leadership skills referential
From
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Questionnaires analysis for JSTE1
DAhoy Quality Assurance questionnaire analysis (7 Dahoy respondants)
7 answers
(not all items answered by everybody)
General comments
•
•

Answers are often spread all over the columns (except for item#1)
A good ratio of text answers, people did not hesitate to engage and comment

Regarding the decision made during the exercise
•

Could have been a bit "perturbed" by the role played by D'Ahoy partners (observer /
observer playing as participants / organiser (teacher)

Regarding the uncertainty of the environment
•
•

A first list of keywords that need to be strengthened / organised / made more accurate for
different situations, etc.
We can see that there are many kinds of uncertainty, not only related to the "objective" side
of what is happening. Human factor (prior experience, emotions, skills, perception etc.) key
to that notion.

About the decision model
•
•
•

In fact, the exercises were not exactly about "applying" a decision model, and the D'Ahoy
observers reacted on that rather like the students.
The ranking of the items is rather scattered. Needs more work to reach a common
understanding
New suggestions to enrich the model, again more work needed (fortunately this is one of the
objective of the project
)

About the lessons learnt
•

•

The learning model has been analysed as a mix of formal (course, briefing, SMEL model for
leadership) and less formal (experience on the field and debriefing), with probably not
enough time devoted to the reflexivity (unless there are other moment to di this after the 3
days).
D'Ahoy partners found they have learned something!

About the innovativeness
Judged rather innovative, because of the environment, the nature of tasks, the instructions given.
Not so innovative because it has already been used many times for several different audiences.
Meaning of the scales, depending on questions;
1 "really not good" … to 5 "very good" Or 1 "not agree at all" … to 5" totally agree"
General organisation of the event

1

2

3

4

5
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Location

3

3

Rooms

1

1

4

Duration

1

2

3

Food

2

2

2

Organisation of activities

1

1

4

Others (specify)
Logistics to go to situation
Information prior to the event
Time to take rests during the event

Comments
Possibly 3 days might be more productive than 2 days, but at the same time those 3 days were very
productive and informative
Overall nice event and surroundings
All in all very useful and gives high hopes for the future

About the decisions made during the experience/exercises

1

I actually experienced making decision in an uncertain environment

1

2

3

4

5

2

2

1

Give one-two-three examples
First situation: did not know what task was going … be
Boat challenge: environment changed (calm water to rough due to speed boat)
It was rather an unfamiliar environment (military env.)
The uncertain environment is due to time, resources, constraints given for the mission and the
reactions of team members
The natural environment provides uncertainty
Based on some or all the activities done in the forest
Solving problems in the forest
Dinghy race
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Was more leadership oriented
Social decision making seen experienced during the first workshop
Method of controlling decision made
Dynamic adaptation for collaborative decision
The decisions made were in fact useful and valuable due to:

1

2

3

the cooperation within the group

1

my own competences / abilities / skills

4

5

2

3

2

2

the leadership of one participant

1

1

3

the fact that in the end the environment was not that much stressful

1

2

1

the fact that at least one participant had the "right" competencies /
abilities

1

2

1

3

4

2

3

2

2

1

other (specify)
Comments
It depends on exercises, each of them aims at different goals
I was mainly observing the activities

About the uncertainty / perturbation of the environment

1

2

I actually found that the environment was uncertain / perturbated
(perturbating)

5

What were the reasons for that?

the difficulty of the activity

the unfamiliar location/time/environment

1

2

3
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the group

my lack of competences for the activity

1

the stress imposed by the organisers

1

my own stress

1

2

3

1

2

1

1

1

2

2

1

other (please specify)
How would you qualify "uncertainty"?
Dynamic and non-planned events

Give other words (e.g.: complex, changing conditions, unknown area, etc)
Changing constraints/environment
Incomplete information
Inputs, events coming that students and the leader cannot anticipate
Team members' behaviour
New tasks each time and each requesting new kind of thinking and group/team coordination
Unknown
Not possible to anticipate change in events or factors
Risk
Deviation
Lack of clarity
Other/comments
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About the decision model

1

2

During this experience, I explicitly referred to a decision-making model

2

2

3

4

5

1

1

Could you describe which one?
activities were time pressed to a point where it was not possible to derive
more than one solution. Dynamic decision making was more impulsive.
Naturalistic decision-making process
SMEL model
Informal, collaborative, without formal backgrounds

During this experience, I implicitly referred to a decision-making model

1

1

(I can acknowledge this now, "after the fact")
Could you describe which one?

1

During this experience, I was unable to refer to a decision-making model

Explain why
Tasks were not clear above how decisions were to be made as many
different models could have worked
No briefing about models of methods prior to the pedagogical exercises
The nature of my task was to observe

Here is an example of 6 items that could be part of a decision-making
model

D1 Recognise and qualify a situation
D2. Analyse a situation and formulate a judgment
D3. Face complexity
D4. React and decide in action
D5. Take one's responsibility in the decision-making
D6. Learn from experience

1
1

2

2

1

1

2

1

2

2

1

2

5

4

1
1

4
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Please could you rate the different items using the scale in the columns
regarding your own perception of the relevance of these items(1-I do not
feel it very important/relevant to 5-I feel it strongly important/relevant)

Could you add at least two or three elements you would think
important/relevant to add to this list
D7
formulate different solutions
Analyse the criticity of the situation
Planning
Collaboration
Variables and constraints

D8
consult with others
adapt my plan to the evolution of the situation
coordination
selecting a model adapted to the situation
statistical distributions describing possible outcomes

D9
Identify resources and constraints
Face risks
scenarios

D10
Multiple choice / multi options

D11
Cognitive biases
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Could you rank the items above (including the one you added by order of decreasing
importance/relevance?
Self awreness (strengths/weaknesses)
Teamwork (how do other people react)
Problem solving
Courage of conviction
D9 – D1 – D2 – D7 – D4 – D5 – D3 – D8
D1 – D6 – D3 – D7 – D4 – D8 – D5 – D2
D2 – D4 – D6 – D1 – D9 - D3 – D7 – D8
D11 – D7 – D8 – D3 – D9 – D10 – D2 – D1 – D6 – D4 – D5

Could you give some key words about the competences that were evidenced (for yourself, in your
own activities and actions) during the experience?
Analysis
observation
decision
planning
organisation
problem solving
agility
resilience
listening
scrutinizing
communicate
I learned to put the physical exercises into context to decision theories
Other/comments
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Lessons learnt

1

2

I already found myself in such a (perturbating) situation in "real life"

1

1

3

4

5

1

3

3

1

Please give some elements
about the situation
project management at work
sailing long trip, night, storm, fog with inexperienced crew
I was a professional PM for many years

about your attitude (difficulties, abilities used,…)
self-control tenacity
self-analysis
learn from experience
stress, tiredness
skills
bad resources
reliability
Should you happen to encounter a similar situation, would you react
differently now?

Explain what would be similar
Similar style of command
anticipate
prepare, organise
have some plan B

Explain what would be different
More references
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More consideration towards others
After the experience at the Ecole Navale, if I ever find myself in a similar
situation, I would analyse first the situation, then listen to my partners,
and, after, I would create a solution and modify it during the process if it
was necessary
Refuse or simplify the objective of the mission to not reach the reliability
limit
Other/comments

About the value of the activity for an innovative learning approach of
decision making
Globally, I found the sequence valuable for an innovative learning process

1

2

3

4

5

1

3

2

If "yes" (columns 4-5), give 3 main reasons for that
Collective coordination
Decision at a leader's role
Unfamiliar environment
New demanding task each time for the team
It makes you think "outside the box"
Experience real
Practical anchorage
Transferability
The mixture of learning by doing and theory
The physical complexity and group dynamics
The role of facilitating (important)

If "no" (columns 1-2), explain why

If "not sure" (column 3), explain why
This training has been existing for some time so does not to me classify as innovative. More
reflexion of activities and progression from day to day would enhance experience
Team members' analysis of the leader's role
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Self-analysis
If "no" or "not sure" (or maybe even if "yes")
what could be improved to make it really valuable?
More reflective activity
Consideration of morals and ethics
Have the students reflect about the learning process
Debriefing sessions to be more collaborative and reflective by and for students' skills awareness

What should definitely be abandoned or replace?
It would have been good to see the final session with the instructors
Waiting for activities
Here is how I would describe the innovativeness of the sequence
Getting students from a non-military background to have exposure to this environment
The tasks demanded teamwork, discussions of ideas/solution, and cooperative execution

Other/comments
Overall, I liked the tasks given in the forest. And being an observer was very fruitful. I was able to
observe more different things then if I had been an active participants
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DAhoy JSTE1 Analysis (DAhoy respondants)
These are the main answers that the partners have provided to the first JSTE activity
organized by the Naval School, and with the participation of students from the IMT
engineering school in Brest.
The answers are the result of filling a questionnaire prepared by FUEIB in the framework of
the DAHOY project (Activity A1 / O4)
QUESTIONS
1. Indicate the strengths or qualities that you think you have had for the resolution of
the activities proposed by the organization
-

Very informative to see (2 answers)
Problem Solving
Logical Thinking
Analysis
Providing good insight and giving ideas for adaptation at other places
Organization
Planning
Listening
New Environment
Opportunity to live a team management
Experimental activity
Past Experience
Giving possibilities the new ideas and approaches
Curiosity
Imagination

2.

Identify your main weaknesses or non-qualities when you have had to resolve the
activities proposed by the organization.

-

Not explain adequately how activities could be solved (4 answers)
My lack of experience of professional training (2 answers)
The difficulties of communicating in a different language
The poor communication with the group
Don't assume responsibilities in decision making
Do not use the logic of the rationality

3.

At the time of the resolution of the activities, what were the reasons that made
possible that the decisions made within the group were correct or useful?

-

Good Collaboration by the group (4 answers)
The leadership of a team member (3 answers)
The application of logic to the existing problem (2 answers)
The experience of training one of the group members (2 answers)
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-

My leadership
My own experience of professional training (1)

4.

Indicate 3 aspects that made it difficult for the group to make decisions when the
activities had to be resolved (In order of importance)

Lack of leadership
Lack of experience
No Communication
New tasks and situations
Different points to solve the
problem
Uncertainty
Confusing tasks
Different abilities of the leader
No collaboration
Lacks of strong constraints
Time pressure
Lack of delegation and control
To know conducting on site

5.

1st Position
2
1
1

2nd Position
1
1

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

What was your attitude when the group had to make decisions for the resolution
of activities? Indicate from 1 to 5, being 1 "Not agree at all" and 5 "Totally agree"
Assume leadership in decision making
Interact with the other members of the group
Participate in decision making
Agree decisions with the other members of the group
Participate in the decisions made by the group
Manifest their disagreement with the decisions taken
by the group

6.

3rd Position

5,00
3,66
3,50
3,50
3,50
2,80

Did you make your own decisions at the time of solving the activities or did you
follow what was indicated by the other members of the group? If so, for what
reason?

5 affirmative answers
1 N/A
Reasons
- Followed the leader each time
- Followed the group members because the idea is good, but I would have said my idea if I
had had a different point of view
- Own decision without the advices of others
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- Due to some pressions, decisions were made at planning stage of activity so no one for
debate or discussion
- We were mainly observing the groups assessment
7. What did the group do when they needed to make a decision? Indicate from 1 to 5,
being 1 "Not agree at all" and 5 "Totally agree”
Analyze the situation
Organize team work
Define priorities
Interact with other group members
Search for optimal solutions
Identify risk factors
Agree decisions with other members of the group
Show discrepancies
Manage conflicts

8.

5,00
4,66
4,33
4,16
4,16
3,20
3,16
2,66
2,40

In any of the activities, did you use your experience or training acquired in your
career to solve the problems posed by the organization?

5 Affirmative answers
1 N/A
If yes, could you indicate which aspects you used? Indicate from 1 to 5, being 1 "Not
agree at all" and 5 "Totally agree”
Know how to work in a team
Lead people
Leadership
Know how to organize
Self-confidence
Self-control
9.

5,00
4,00
3,80
3,60
3,20
2,60

Do you think that if you had more experience or you had been better trained in
your career, you had taken better decisions regarding the activities proposed by
the organization?

3 Negative answers
- Satisfied with previous training that it's transferability to exercises
- Except for general manual skills
- I don't think my training of experience as impact
1 Affirmative answer
If you have a method on decision making even if the decision are in different context
1 Affirmative answer with clarifications
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-

This experience can be transferable but I must face similar situations (team
management) to have the possibility to apply the methods, the recommendations.

10. At the time of making the decisions to resolve the activities, ¿what behavior did
you show? Indicate from 1 to 5, being 1 "Not agree at all" and 5 "Totally agree.
Apply the rationality or the logic
Reflect on the situation
Try to control the uncertainty
Lack of reaction
Be impulsive
Suffer a mental block

3,66
3,66
3,00
2,40
2,16
2,00

11. Regarding your group, what was your behavior to a situation of uncertainty or
stress? Indicate from 1 to 5, being 1 "Not agree at all" and 5 "Totally agree.
Apply the rationality or the logic
Reflect on the situation before making decisions
Propose solutions
Agree decisions with the other members of the group
Lack of reaction
Act impulsively

4,66
3,50
3,40
3,20
2,33
1,50

12. At the time of your activities, did you have to go to the help of other participants to
make the right decisions when solving the activities?
3 Affirmative answers
2 Negative answers
1 Sometimes
13. Now that the activities have been completed, would you have taken different
decisions from those that you finally took to resolve the activities proposed by the
organization?
4 Affirmative answers
2 Negative answers
If yes, what decisions had you taken?
More time planning before activities and from beginning until the end
Organize better
To collaborate and formalize the process with collaborators

14. What qualities or strengths that you did not apply at the time in the activities,
would you apply now if you were to carry out these activities again?
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-

Planning (2 answers)
Listening (2 answers)
Analyzing
Observing
Evaluation
Risk-Analysis
Distribute Tasks
Step Backward

15. Based on the decisions you have taken in relation to the activities, write down the
outcomes of the decision that you believe are positive (Pros) and the outcomes of
the decision that are negative or less desirable (Cons)
PROS
Team-building
Team coordinator
Task completed
Goals achievement
Learn for experience
Personal Interactions
Respect of Constraints
Impacts Motivational
CONTRAS
Lack of criticism of the team
Too quid decisions
Lack of analysis
Bad choice
Iterative Learning
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DAhoy JSTE Analysis (20 student respondants)
These are the main answers that the students from the IMT Atlantique engineering school
have provided to the first JSTE activity organized by the Naval School in Brest, with the
participation of the partners.
The answers are the result of filling a questionnaire prepared by FUEIB in the framework of
the DAHOY project (Activity A1 / O4)

QUESTIONS
1. Indicate the strengths or qualities that you think you have had for the
resolution of the activities proposed by the organization
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Listen to the team (5 answers)
Organize and manage the group (3)
To have confidence and security (2)
Know how to be organized (2)
Persistent (2)
Physical and mental strength (2)
Reactive
Being organized the team
My experience
Respect to my orders
Do not be afraid to give orders
Analyze the situation correctly
Know how my mates behave in daily life
Give appropriate tasks to the team
Willpower
Team spirit
Rationality
Patient
Not go too fast;

2.

Identify your main weaknesses or non-qualities when you have had to resolve the
activities proposed by the organization.

-

My lack of experience of professional training (13 answers)
Not explain adequately how activities could be solved (11);
Don't assume responsibilities in decision making (4)
Do not use the logic of the rationality (1)
The difficulties of communicating in a different language (1)
The poor communication with the group (1)

•

Others: 5
When a person in the group does not get involved as much, it puts the group at risk
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•

•
•
•

The lack of tips given by the instructors to improve myself during the 2nd day (learning
by doing is a good method at first, but I would have liked to get more advice from our
mentors)
I had not thought to all possible issues, so an issue appeared and I didn’t react fast
enough to stop someone in the team to make a mistake
I have a hard time imposing myself, I always want to involve others to not be alone in
crisis
Some activities were truly simple; therefore the need of a leader was not real at each
time.

3.

At the time of the resolution of the activities, what were the reasons that made
possible that the decisions made within the group were correct or useful?

-

Good Collaboration by the group (19 answers)
The application of logic to the existing problem (15)
My leadership (10)
The leadership of a team member (9)
The experience or training of all group members (6)
My own experience of professional training (3)
The experience or training of one of the group members (1)
Other (1): my trust in the team capability to take into account my “orders” and sublimate
them; the capacity to explain rationally the different steps of the mission and allocate the
tasks among the group members according their strong points; The ability to show both
moderation and temper in order to inspire confidence.

4.

Indicate 3 aspects that made it difficult for the group to make decisions when the
activities had to be resolved (In order of importance)

Lack of experience or knowledge
of the leader
Lack of Leadership of the leader
Not knowing how to solve the
problem by the leader or the group
Disagreement
and
lack
of
cohesion between the group
Mistake in decision making by the
leader and not wanting to accept
their mistakes
Have doubts the leader or the
group about the problem
Lack of adequate communication
or shyness of the leader
Another want to be the leader
Lack of confidence towards the
leader
Bad time management
Members who do not collaborate
with the leader

1st Position
4

2nd Position
1

3rd Position
3

3
3

4
1

2
2

2

3

2

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

1
1

2
1

1

2
3
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Do not listen to the leader's
instructions
Fatigue of the group
Not motivating enough by the
leader
5.

2

What was your attitude when the group had to make decisions for the resolution
of activities? Indicate from 1 to 5, being 1 "Not agree at all" and 5 "Totally agree"
Interact with the other members of the group
Participate in decision making
Participate in the decisions made by the group
Agree decisions with the other members of the group
Assume leadership in decision making
Manifest their disagreement with the decisions taken
by the group

6.

1
1

4,32
4,06
4,00
3,68
3,50
3,00

Did you make your own decisions at the time of solving the activities or did you
follow what was indicated by the other members of the group? If so, for what
reason?

1 affirmative answers
5 negative answers
13 affirmative and negative answers (with clarifications)
Reasons
- The leader has to make the decisions after listening to the group or some members of the
group (7 answers)
- When I was a leader, I made my own decisions (2 answers)
- I made decisions because I knew that the leader were bad (2 answers)
- I took the initiative to look for solutions without being a leader and then shared them with
the leader and with the group (2 answers)

7.

What did the group do when they needed to make a decision? Indicate from 1 to 5,
being 1 "Not agree at all" and 5 "Totally agree”
Interact with other group members
Organize team work
Search for optimal solutions
Define the priorities
Agree decisions with other members of the group
Manage conflicts
Identify risk factors
Show discrepancies

4,28
4,00
3,79
3,58
3,41
3,37
3,21
2,65
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8.

In any of the activities, did you use your experience or training acquired in your
career to solve the problems posed by the organization?

16 Affirmative answers
3 Negative answers

If yes, could you indicate which aspects you used? Indicate from 1 to 5, being 1 "Not
agree at all" and 5 "Totally agree”
Know how to work in a team
Self-control
Lead people
Know how to organize
Self-confidence
Leadership

9.

4,50
3,81
3,75
3,63
3,63
3,50

Do you think that if you had more experience or you had been better trained in
your career, you had taken better decisions regarding the activities proposed by
the organization?

3 Affirmative answers (Yes)
1 Negative answer
- To be honest, I don’t think so. The exercises proposed are not a very accurate imitation of
real life: it is quite easy to find out the “optimal way” to work things out. In the real life, you
have to try things before you act (and fail, something not credited by the army) and give
the final try.
14 Affirmative answers with clarifications
I think so because during the first activity the solution of the problem as well as the
organization of the group was optimal not at all and it was complicated to find a solution
with the proposed equipment. The resolution of the problem was easier as we made
missions, so with the experience.
I guess that with more experience you can only become better so yes.
Yes I believe if I have had more experience I could have been more effective in the
decision making process. I could have had more solutions to give to the problem
because I would have lived a similar situation in the past.
I think so because I didn’t know a lot about leadership and so I didn’t know how to lead a
team but thanks to the courses we had, we could learnt what it is important to do for a
team. As we made a lot of different activities, I could learn graduate how to manage a
team.
Yes, more experience would have made me feel more legitimate in the decisions I
needed to take for my group, knowing that I would have fewer chances of making a
wrong decision.
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-

-

-

-

-

Yes probably, I think if we had more management skills it could have been useful for a
better leadership. But I think no matter how we were trained in our career we would still
have some normal difficulties because we were not used to the military environment.
Definitely yes people generally learn from mistakes so they deal better with situations
with many possible options
Yes, in most of the activities, it was required to know how to make a knot. And none of
the members of our group knew how to do it.
Obviously, it would have been easier with a bigger experience, which nothing of us had.
But it made the activities even more interesting for our future experiences.
I think so because I did not know anything about leadership and the military training. I
think if I had been trained, It would have been easier to organize the team in order to
solve better the problems. I swim very well, so the swimming activity was not a problem
for me. I helped the ones who were in difficulties.
Yes, surely. I made some mistakes because I had never been trained but now I have
experience so I’m more confident, I can take better decisions and my team is more
confident.
Yes with more experience we learn to improve it is obvious that we will make good
decisions by learning from mistakes
Of course yes. With more experience I guess it may be more simple to lead people and
to know how to talk to other in order to be obey. It is sometimes hard to lead some
people you have the habit to talk as friends with too; I think that, with regular training, it
may become natural to lead a group and to know how to have authority without being a
“despot”.
Yes, I would have be more self-confident

10. At the time of making the decisions to resolve the activities, ¿what behavior did
you show? Indicate from 1 to 5, being 1 "Not agree at all" and 5 "Totally agree.
Reflect on the situation
Apply the rationality or the logic
Try to control the uncertainty
Be impulsive
Lack of reaction
Suffer a mental block

3,74
3,66
3,32
2,16
1,95
1,21

11. Regarding your group, what was your behavior to a situation of uncertainty or
stress? Indicate from 1 to 5, being 1 "Not agree at all" and 5 "Totally agree.
Agree decisions with the other members of the group
Apply the rationality or the logic
Propose solutions
Reflect on the situation before making decisions
Act impulsively
Lack of reaction

4,05
4,00
3,95
3,68
2,11
1,63
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12. At the time of your activities, did you have to go to the help of other participants to
make the right decisions when solving the activities?
15 Affirmative answers
4 Negative answers

13. Now that the activities have been completed, would you have taken different
decisions from those that you finally took to resolve the activities proposed by the
organization?

15 Affirmative answers
4 Negative answers
If yes, what decisions had you taken?
Don't choose the best solution every time (2 answers)
If we had known the solutions beforehand (2)
I would have given direct and simple orders (2)
To take more time of reflection before the activities (2)
Plan a bit better
More attentive to the details beforehand
After learning with the teachers
To give certain tasks to one of my group members who did not have the skills to do it
To test some experience before apply the orders

14. What qualities or strengths that you did not apply at the time in the activities,
would you apply now if you were to carry out these activities again?
-

Have more self-confidence and safety (7 answers)
Better express myself and make me understand (4 answers)
Use more the logic (2)
Be more patient (2)
More communication
Controlling uncertainty
Perfectionist
More persevering
Clarify my priorities
Manage stress
Better manage the team
Have work more as a team
Have listen more to our leader
Ask opinion to others
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15. Based on the decisions you have taken in relation to the activities, write down the
outcomes of the decision that you believe are positive (Pros) and the outcomes of
the decision that are negative or less desirable (Cons)
PROS
The mission was a success (6 answers)
Know how to lead properly (3)
Team work (3)
Adequate communication (3)
Quick action on everyone's part (2)
Help the group (2)
Group commitment (2)
Listen to the group
Clear and structured plan
Organization
Make firm decisions
Self-Commitment
Collaboration of other group members
Feel that they are part of the group

CONTRAS
Precipitation in the realization of activities (4 answers)
Not having enough time (2)
Lack of clarity in the orders (2)
Lack of communication (2)
Not following the instructions of the leader
Not making the right decision
Do not be patient with the group
Lack of experience
Better solutions
Have a more dynamic team
Losing too much time
Not planning properly
Do not listen to the group
Listening too much to the group
Not be logical
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IMTA JSTE Analysis by the 20 students (In French, 20 respondants)
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